t The proposed unified data modelling approach for C regression (supervised learning) C classification (supervised learning) C density estimation (unsupervised learning) t Experimental investigation of the proposed approach and comparison with some existing techniques t In kernel data modelling, training data are all one has to build a model c Yet objective of modelling from data is not that model simply fits training data well c Rather, goodness of a model is characterised by its generalisation capability, interpretability and ease of knowledge extraction t All depend crucially on ability to construct parsimonious models that capture underlying data generating mechanism t How to measure goodness of modelling process generated from y = f (x) + e, e being observation noise
, y k being class label for x k t Unsupervised learning S Probability density function estimation: infer estimatef :
drawn from unknown true density f : R m → R + S Desired response for x k is unavailable, and this is constrained learning, as R mf (u) du = 1
Overview of Existing Methods
t Sparse kernel modelling techniques, e.g. support vector machines
C From full kernel model, try to obtain sparse representation by making many kernel weights to (near) zeros C Robust and optimal; in practice, not as sparse as OLS approach, and a few hyperparameters to tune t Orthogonal-least-squares algorithm for forward selection, C Use computationally efficient OLS to choose a small subset of significant kernels one by one C Suboptimal; in practice, much sparser models with equally good generalisation performance, and fewer hyperparameters to tune t This work adopts OLS for forward selection based on leave-one-out test criterion and local regularisation t Placing a kernel on each training data x k and linearly combining all model basesŷ
t Adavantage is linear least squares solution readily available for weights β k , but it is critically important to obtain sparse representation t Gaussian kernel
, for regression and classification,
, for density estimation, t Kernel width ρ is usually not provided by modelling algorithm itself and must be determined via cross validation
Regression Modelling
t At a training point (x k , y k ) ∈ D N , kernel model can be expressed as
t By defining regression matrix
t Orthogonal decomposition of regression matrix: Φ = WA, where
where new weight vector
t Space spanned by original bases φ k is identical to space spanned by orthogonal bases w k , and model is equivalently expressed byŷ k = w
t Regularised LS solution for g is obtained by minimising
t Hyperparameters λ i specify prior distributions of g, and initially λ i are set to same small value (same flat distribution for each prior of g i )
t Evidence procedure is used to update regularisation parameters Leave-One-Out Cross Validation t Leave-one-out cross validation C Remove k-th data from D N and use resultant D n \(x k , y k ) to identify a n-term model, denoting asf
C Repeat for 1 ≤ k ≤ N to obtain leave-one-out test mean square error
which is a measure of n-term model's generalisation performance t No need to repeatedly remove a data point and identify corresponding model
can be expressed as
where w k,n is k-th element of w n C Leave-one-out error weighting η
At n-th stage of OLS selection procedure, n-th model term is selected to minimise leave-one-out test mean square error J n t Selection procedure is automatically terminated when J N s +1 ≥ J N s , where N s ≪ N , yielding N s -term sparse model t Modelling relationship between fuel rack position (input u k ) and engine speed (output y k ) for a diesel engine operated at low engine speed
• Data set contained 410 samples with first 210 points for training and last 200 points for test
• This data set can be represented as y k = f (x k ) + e k where e k denotes system noise and Kernel Classification
, where
is pattern vector and y k ∈ {−1, +1} is class label for x k ⇒ construct kernel classifier
y k is estimated class label for x k , sgn(y) = −1 if y ≤ 0 and sgn(y) = +1 if y > 0 
Breast Cancer Data Set
• Subject to nonnegative constraint
and unity constraint
• Density to be estimated was mixture of Gaussian and Laplacian
-Number of training data points was N = 100, separate test data set of N test = 10, 000 samples was used to calculate L 1 test error
-Experiment was repeated N run = 100 times, optimal kernel widths were found to be ρ = 0.54 and ρ = 1.1 empirically for Parzen window estimate and proposed sparse kernel density estimate, respectively
One-Dimensional Example (continue) 9.4 ± 1.9
